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Type-I censored dataAbstract As compared to simple models, the mixture models of underlying lifetime distributions
are intuitively more appropriate and appealing to model the heterogeneous nature of process. This
study focuses on the problem of estimating the parameters of a newly developed 3-component mix-
ture of Burr Type-XII distributions using Type-I right censored data. Firstly, considering a Baye-
sian structure, some mathematical properties of a 3-component mixture of Burr Type-XII
distributions are discussed. These mathematical properties include Bayes estimators and posterior
risks for the unknown component and proportion parameters using the non-informative and the
informative priors under squared error loss function, precautionary loss function and DeGroot loss
function. Secondly, in case when no or little prior information is available, elicitation of hyperpa-
rameters is given. Also, the posterior predictive distribution for a future observation and the Baye-
sian predictive interval are constructed. Moreover, the limiting expressions for the Bayes estimators
and posterior risks are derived. In addition, the performance of the Bayes estimators for different
sample sizes, test termination times and parametric values under different loss functions is investi-
gated. Finally, simulated datasets are designed for the different comparisons and the model is illus-
trated using the real data.
 2016 Faculty of Engineering, Alexandria University. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an
open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
In many practical studies, it is observed that in place of other
lifetime distributions, the Burr distribution can be used quiteeffectively. Burr distribution is a very flexible distribution that
can express a wide range of distribution shapes. The Burr dis-
tribution can be fitted to a wide range of empirical data
because it has many types. One of its different types can be
suitably fitted to a given set of data. Several authors have
worked on the problem of fitting Burr distribution. For exam-
ple, Burr [1], Burr and Cislak [2] and Rodriguez [3] have given
special attention to one of the twelve forms of cumulative
distribution function of the Burr distribution presented by
Table 1 Bayes estimators and posterior risks under SELF, PLF and DLF.
Loss function Bayes estimators Posterior risks
SELF ¼ Lðh; d^Þ ¼ ðh d^Þ2 d^ ¼ Eh yj ðhÞ qðd^Þ ¼ Eh yj ðh2Þ  fEh yj ðhÞg2
PLF ¼ Lðh; d^Þ ¼ ðhd^Þ
2
d^
d^ ¼ fEh yj ðh2Þg
1
2 qðd^Þ ¼ 2fEh yj ðh2Þg
1
2  2Eh yj ðhÞ
DLF ¼ Lðh; d^Þ ¼ ðhd^
d^
Þ2 d^ ¼ fEh yj ðhÞg1Eh yj ðh2Þ qðd^Þ ¼ 1 fEh yj ðhÞg2fEh yj ðh2Þg1
3278 M. Tahir et al.Johnson et al. [4]. As a theoretical development, Tadikamalla
[5] presented a nice account on the Burr and related distribu-
tions. Similarly, Economou and Caroni [6] presented the Burr
distribution in Graphical testing procedures. Furthermore,
Saleem [7] discussed Bayesian estimation of the parameters
of two component mixtures of Burr Type-XII distributions
assuming different priors under squared error loss function.
Finite mixture models have received great attention during
the recent years due to their important role in modeling differ-
ent real-life applications. In the situations where the data are
given only from overall mixture distributions, applying mix-
ture model is termed as a direct application of the mixture
models. Direct applications of mixture models can be seen
mostly in industrial engineering [8], medicine [9], biology
[10], social sciences [11], economics [12], life testing [13] and
reliability analysis [14]. In many applications, available data
can be considered as coming from a mixture of two or more
distributions. This idea enables us to mix statistical distribu-
tions to get a new distribution.
Several authors have applied mixture modeling in different
practical problems using classical and Bayesian analysis. For a
detailed discussion and applications of mixture modeling, one
can refer to Jones and McLachlan [15], McLachlan and
Krishnan [16], McLachlan and Peel [17], Abu-Zinadah [18],
Afify [19], Amin [20], Erisog˘lu et al. [21], Kamaruzzaman et al.
[22] and many others. The Bayesian analysis of a
2-component mixture distributions has been considered bymany
authors such as Saleem et al. [23], Santos [24], Al-Hussaini and
Hussein [25], Kazmi et al. [26], Ahmad and Al-Zaydi [27],
Mohammadi et al. [28], Ali [29], Ateya [30], Mohamed et al.
[31] and Zhang and Huang [32] and many others.
Due to time and cost problem it is almost impossible to
continue testing until the last observation. The values greater
than a fixed life-test termination time are taken as censored
observations. To have a deep insight about censoring one
can refer to Gijbels [33] and Kalbfleisch and Prentice [34].
Motivated by above mentioned applications of the Burr
Type-XII distribution and mixture modeling, in this article,
we plan to develop a mixture of Burr Type-XII distributions
for efficient modeling of a given lifetime data. All the parame-
ters of a mixture distribution are assumed to be unknown.
Bayesian analysis is performed on type-I right censored data
by considering different priors and loss functions through
direct application of mixture models.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. The analytical
structure of a 3-component mixture of Burr Type-XII distribu-
tions is presented in Section 2. The sampling scheme and like-
lihood function for a 3-component mixture of Burr Type-XII
distributions are defined in Section 3. The joint and marginal
posterior distributions assuming non-informative and infor-
mative priors are derived in Section 4. Section 5 is about the
Bayesian estimation under squared error loss function,precautionary loss function and DeGroot loss function. The
posterior predictive distribution and the Bayesian predictive
intervals are given in Section 6. Elicitation of the hyperparam-
eters is discussed in Section 7. Limiting expressions of the
Bayes estimators and their risks are derived in Section 8. Sim-
ulation study and a real-life application are presented in Sec-
tions 9 and 10, respectively. Finally, the conclusion of this
study is given in Section 11.2. The 3-component mixture of Burr Type-XII distributions
A random variable Y is said to follow a finite mixture distribu-
tion with h components if density function of Y can be written
in the form: fðyÞ ¼Phm¼1pmfmðyÞ, where pm ðm ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; hÞ is
mth mixing proportion such that ph ¼ 1
Ph1
m¼1pm and fmðyÞ is
mth component density function. Using the above definition,
probability density function (pdf) of a finite 3-component mix-
ture of Burr Type-XII distributions with mixing proportions p1
and p2 can be written as follows:
fðy;XÞ ¼ p1f1ðy;X1Þ þ p2f2ðy;X2Þ þ ð1 p1  p2Þf3ðy;X3Þ;
p1; p2 P 0; p1 þ p2 6 1; ð1Þ
where X ¼ ðd1; d2; d3; p1; p2Þ, Xm ¼ dm and fmðy;XmÞ ¼
dmð1þ yÞðdmþ1Þ, 0 < y < 1; dm > 0, m ¼ 1; 2; 3.
The cumulative distribution function (cdf) of a finite
3-component mixture of Burr Type-XII distributions is defined
as follows:
Fðy;XÞ ¼ p1F1ðy;X1Þ þ p2F2ðy;X2Þ þ ð1 p1  p2ÞF3ðy;X3Þ;
ð2Þ
where Fmðy;XmÞ ¼ 1 ð1þ yÞdm .
3. Sampling scheme and likelihood function
In this section, sampling scheme and likelihood function for a
3-component mixture of Burr Type-XII distributions are
presented.
3.1. Sampling scheme for a 3-component mixture of Burr
Type-XII distributions
Suppose n units are used in a life testing experiment with fixed
test termination time t. The experiment is performed and it is
observed that r out of n units failed up to time t. There are many
practical situations where failed objects can be recognized
as belonging to subpopulation-I, subpopulation-II or
subpopulation-III. For example, based on causes of failure, an
engineer may classify a certain failed object as a member of
either subpopulation-I, subpopulation-II or subpopulation-
Bayesian estimation of finite3-component mixture of Burr Type-XII distributions 3279III. After classification of the failed objects, it may be noted that
out of r failures, r1, r2 and r3 failures belong to subpopulation-I,
subpopulation-II and subpopulation-III, respectively. So, the
number of uncensored observations is r ¼ r1 þ r2 þ r3 and the
remaining n r observations are censored giving no informa-
tion about to which subpopulation they belong. Define ylk,
0 < ylk 6 t, as the failure time of the kth unit belonging to the
lth subpopulation, where l ¼ 1; 2; 3 and k ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; rl.
3.2. Likelihood function
For the data obtained through sampling scheme described in
Section 3.1, the likelihood function for the type-I right cen-
sored data coming from a 3-component mixture of the Burr
Type-XII distributions is written as follows:

































k¼1pmfmðymkÞ and f1 FðtÞgnr may be interpreted as
the likelihood function of non-censored observations from the
mth component density and the likelihood (in terms of survival
function) of censored observations, respectively.













 p1 exp d1 lnð1þ tÞf g½
þp2 exp d2 lnð1þ tÞf gþð1p1p2Þexp d3 lnð1þ tÞf gnr:
A simplified form of the above likelihood function becomes
the following:



























dr11 dr22 dr33 pnriþr11 pijþr22 ð1p1p2Þjþr3 ;
ð3Þ
where y ¼ ðy1 ¼ y11; y12; . . . ; y1r1 ; y2 ¼ y21; y22; . . . ; y2r2 ; y3 ¼
y31; y32; . . . ; y3r3 Þ are the observed failure times for the uncen-
sored observations and X ¼ ðd1; d2; d3; p1; p2Þ.
4. Joint and marginal posterior distributions assuming the
non-informative and the informative priors
Now, we present the derivation of joint and marginal posterior
distributions of parameters when non-informative and infor-
mative priors are available for making Bayesian inference.4.1. Joint and marginal posterior distributions assuming the
uniform prior
Commonly used non-informative priors (NIP) are the uniform
prior (UP) and the Jeffreys’ prior (JP). We assume the impro-
per uniform prior (UP) for the unknown component parame-
ter dm, that is, dm  Uniformð0;1Þ, m ¼ 1; 2; 3, and the UP
over the interval ð0; 1Þ for the unknown proportion parameter
ps, that is, ps  Uniformð0; 1Þ, s ¼ 1; 2.
Assuming independence of parameters, the joint prior dis-
tribution of parameters d1; d2; d3; p1 and p2 is given by
p1ðXÞ / 1. There, the joint posterior distribution of parame-
ters d1; d2; d3; p1 and p2 is defined as follows:q1ðX yj Þ ¼
LðX yj Þp1ðXÞR
X LðX yj Þp1ðXÞdX
;where
A11 ¼ r1 þ 1; A21 ¼ r2 þ 1; A31 ¼ r3 þ 1;












A01 ¼ n r iþ r1 þ 1; B01 ¼ i jþ r2 þ 1;












 BðA01;B01;C01ÞBA1111 BA2121 BA3131 :
The respective marginal posterior distributions of parame-
ters d1; d2; d3; p1 and p2 are obtained as follows:













 BAp1p1 BAg1g1 BðA01;C01ÞBðB01;A01 þ C01ÞdA-11-
 expðB-1d-Þ; d- > 0;
where -; p and g take the values as follows: (i)
- ¼ 1; p ¼ 2; g ¼ 3 (ii) - ¼ 2; p ¼ 1; g ¼ 3 and (iii)














BA1111 BA2121 BA3131 Bð!01;C01ÞpD011n ð1pnÞ!01þC011; 0< pn < 1;
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n ¼ 1; ! ¼ B; D ¼ A and (ii) n ¼ 2; ! ¼ A; D ¼ B.
4.2. Joint and marginal posterior distributions assuming the
Jeffreys’ prior
The Jeffreys’ prior (JP) for the parameter dm is defined as
pðdmÞ /
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃjIðdmÞjp , where IðdmÞ is the Fisher’s information cal-
culated as E @2 lnLðdm ymj Þ
@d2m
h i
: The prior distributions of the
proportion parameters p1 and p2 are assumed to be the uni-
form distributions over the interval ð0; 1Þ, that is,
ps  Uniformð0; 1Þ, s ¼ 1; 2. Assuming independence of
parameters, the joint prior distribution of parameters
d1; d2; d3; p1 and p2 can be written as p2ðXÞ / 1d1d2d3. The joint
posterior distribution of parameters d1; d2; d3; p1 and p2 is
given by the following:
q2ðX yj Þ ¼
LðX yj Þp2ðXÞR






















A12 ¼ r1; A22 ¼ r2; A32 ¼ r3;












A02 ¼ n r iþ r1 þ 1; B02 ¼ i jþ r2 þ 1;































ðA02;B02;C02ÞBA1212 BA2222 BA3232 :
Now, the respective marginal posterior distributions of param-
















 expðB-2d-Þ; d- > 0;


















 ð1 pnÞ!02þC021; 0 < pn < 1:4.3. Joint and marginal posterior distributions assuming the
informative prior
The gamma distribution is assumed as a prior distribution for
component parameter dm, that is, dm  Gammaðam; bmÞ andbivariate beta distribution is assumed as a joint prior for pro-
portion parameters p1; p2, that is, p1; p2  Bivariate
Betaða; b; cÞ. So, the joint prior distribution of parameters






















2 ð1 p1  p2Þc1:
Thus, the joint posterior distribution of parameters
d1; d2; d3; p1 and p2 is defined as follows:
q3ðX yj Þ ¼
LðX yj Þp3ðXÞR
X LðX yj Þp3ðXÞdX
;where
A13 ¼ r1 þ a1; A23 ¼ r2 þ a2; A33 ¼ r3 þ a3;
B13 ¼ ðn r iÞ lnð1þ tÞ þ
Xr1
k¼1
lnð1þ y1kÞ þ b1;
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Xr2
k¼1 lnð1þ y2kÞ þ b2;
B33 ¼ ðjÞ lnð1þ tÞ þ
Xr3
k¼1
lnð1þ y3kÞ þ b3;
A03 ¼ n r iþ r1 þ a; B03 ¼ i jþ r2 þ b;












BðA03;B03;C03ÞBA1313 BA2323 BA3333 :
Now, the respective marginal posterior distributions of param-

















 expðB-3d-Þ; d- > 0;


















 ð1 pnÞ!03þC031; 0 < pn < 1:




















































































































3282 M. Tahir et al.5. Bayesian estimation under different loss functions
In this section, we present derivation of the Bayes estimators
and their risks using the UP, the JP and the IP under three
different loss functions, namely squared error loss function
(SELF), precautionary loss function (PLF) and DeGroot loss
function (DLF). We know that the Bayes estimator, say d^,
of the parameter h is obtained by minimizing posterior risk
defined as qðd^Þ ¼ Eh yj fLðh; d^Þg, where Lðh; d^Þ is the loss
incurred in estimating h by d^. Using these notations, thegeneral form of the Bayes estimator and its risk under SELF,
PLF and DLF are given in Table 1.5.1. Bayes Estimators and their Risks Assuming the UP, the JP
and the IP under SELF
Taking d^ ¼ d^1; d^2; d^3; p^1 and p^2 for estimating the corre-
sponding parameters h ¼ d1; d2; d3; p1 and p2, the algebraic
expressions for the Bayes estimators and their risks are derived
as follows:
Table 8 The BEs and the PRs assuming the UP with d1 ¼ 6; d2 ¼ 5; d3 ¼ 4; p1 ¼ 0:5; p2 ¼ 0:3 and t ¼ 0:4; 0:7:
t n Loss functions UP
d^1 d^2 d^3 p^1 p^2
0.4 50 SELF BE 6.997260 6.691200 6.452920 0.489451 0.303943
PR 4.583960 7.799900 13.13170 0.006500 0.005796
PLF BE 7.348310 7.177890 7.604400 0.496734 0.314146
PR 0.608363 1.018170 1.685550 0.013223 0.018654
DLF BE 7.602530 7.528110 8.423640 0.505724 0.323751
PR 0.081876 0.143088 0.214871 0.026505 0.059566
100 SELF BE 6.538970 5.869170 5.618080 0.496233 0.303230
PR 2.186560 3.444070 5.482010 0.003609 0.003254
PLF BE 6.777700 6.231320 5.917420 0.498822 0.306856
PR 0.322962 0.555434 0.854331 0.007218 0.010590
DLF BE 6.803540 6.629790 6.353780 0.505517 0.309445
PR 0.048157 0.089911 0.145986 0.014627 0.035049
200 SELF BE 6.287410 5.487840 4.825760 0.497838 0.301859
PR 1.124150 1.727490 2.467200 0.001986 0.001804
PLF BE 6.410030 5.681020 5.079700 0.499043 0.304370
PR 0.174347 0.301519 0.474581 0.003956 0.005892
DLF BE 6.505640 5.754450 5.421110 0.502216 0.308710
PR 0.026876 0.052632 0.091868 0.007846 0.019183
500 SELF BE 6.108153 5.211684 4.407892 0.498817 0.301464
PR 0.465273 0.709161 0.969417 0.000860 0.000799
PLF BE 6.158602 5.313614 4.551466 0.500884 0.301821
PR 0.074787 0.133649 0.210357 0.001703 0.002623
DLF BE 6.213136 5.354324 4.576625 0.500744 0.302999
PR 0.012180 0.025342 0.046303 0.003419 0.008750
0.7 50 SELF BE 6.722710 6.012760 5.576240 0.492014 0.302771
PR 2.550230 3.742480 5.365850 0.004976 0.004285
PLF BE 6.813420 6.272540 6.039290 0.497186 0.310368
PR 0.36593 0.585562 0.874647 0.010155 0.014127
DLF BE 6.956670 6.507270 6.640960 0.501614 0.318774
PR 0.054030 0.092403 0.141637 0.020482 0.044960
100 SELF BE 6.324060 5.480920 4.857800 0.496323 0.301978
PR 1.237760 1.747910 2.352140 0.002645 0.002288
PLF BE 6.416690 5.696410 5.019710 0.499082 0.305470
PR 0.188655 0.303863 0.438772 0.005299 0.007493
DLF BE 6.524860 5.873160 5.230060 0.501384 0.308068
PR 0.029086 0.052747 0.085033 0.010579 0.024499
200 SELF BE 6.152260 5.292670 4.468900 0.498232 0.300575
PR 0.606736 0.861029 1.061440 0.001359 0.001177
PLF BE 6.245260 5.362640 4.599630 0.499281 0.303342
PR 0.098646 0.159784 0.231530 0.002727 0.003912
DLF BE 6.288950 5.436710 4.687870 0.500282 0.305337
PR 0.015778 0.029579 0.049803 0.005462 0.012845
500 SELF BE 6.060376 5.111628 4.211606 0.499059 0.300359
PR 0.246000 0.343979 0.409966 0.000555 0.000484
PLF BE 6.097339 5.165878 4.228540 0.499794 0.301003
PR 0.040294 0.066365 0.094127 0.001109 0.001607
DLF BE 6.124398 5.171711 4.293860 0.500179 0.302179
PR 0.006661 0.012986 0.022444 0.002223 0.005346






































































Table 9 The BEs and the PRs assuming the JP with d1 ¼ 6; d2 ¼ 5; d3 ¼ 4; p1 ¼ 0:5; p2 ¼ 0:3 and t ¼ 0:4; 0:7:
t n Loss functions JP
d^1 d^2 d^3 p^1 p^2
0.4 50 SELF BE 6.886140 5.918820 5.517360 0.484936 0.304609
PR 4.259220 6.490770 10.56210 0.006302 0.005679
PLF BE 7.069440 6.492790 6.093830 0.491957 0.311387
PR 0.570876 0.962736 1.461740 0.012899 0.018329
DLF BE 7.476850 7.149820 6.910650 0.497321 0.320983
PR 0.080904 0.147252 0.237096 0.026447 0.059106
100 SELF BE 6.502440 5.630090 4.806170 0.490801 0.302200
PR 2.134230 3.234210 4.423630 0.003535 0.003225
PLF BE 6.737250 5.781700 5.313280 0.494329 0.308441
PR 0.318232 0.527867 0.827861 0.007176 0.010588
DLF BE 6.808520 6.159180 5.810010 0.498101 0.313483
PR 0.047383 0.090698 0.151750 0.014603 0.034361
200 SELF BE 6.309370 5.383100 4.516600 0.495464 0.301536
PR 1.097750 1.642300 2.201910 0.001937 0.001772
PLF BE 6.365650 5.534190 4.784880 0.497933 0.303982
PR 0.170060 0.296000 0.455499 0.003905 0.005886
DLF BE 6.511610 5.666990 4.985940 0.499075 0.307124
PR 0.026479 0.052774 0.093847 0.007799 0.019238
500 SELF BE 6.167384 5.186958 4.259168 0.497924 0.300338
PR 0.463820 0.700316 0.909337 0.000840 0.000790
PLF BE 6.155664 5.256989 4.393254 0.498875 0.302028
PR 0.073898 0.130949 0.202419 0.001690 0.002605
DLF BE 6.230027 5.321837 4.425005 0.499301 0.303099
PR 0.011969 0.024842 0.045926 0.003375 0.008606
0.7 50 SELF BE 6.378500 5.639130 4.849220 0.490331 0.302340
PR 2.365360 3.492550 4.609880 0.004974 0.004282
PLF BE 6.495760 5.848090 5.333080 0.495593 0.309936
PR 0.352190 0.561249 0.830935 0.010133 0.014048
DLF BE 6.736510 6.135530 5.741040 0.500727 0.316377
PR 0.054126 0.096276 0.153533 0.020386 0.045291
100 SELF BE 6.207900 5.388300 4.515750 0.495220 0.301770
PR 1.176680 1.675780 2.079240 0.002623 0.002262
PLF BE 6.346240 5.520510 4.653160 0.496980 0.305032
PR 0.186157 0.296435 0.417369 0.005297 0.007468
DLF BE 6.372050 5.622880 5.064280 0.500538 0.309661
PR 0.029411 0.053728 0.089035 0.010608 0.024308
200 SELF BE 6.141450 5.234200 4.264300 0.497463 0.300380
PR 0.604560 0.848853 0.994630 0.001353 0.001174
PLF BE 6.171870 5.245570 4.422600 0.498994 0.302403
PR 0.096162 0.154823 0.222537 0.002713 0.003891
DLF BE 6.222020 5.368450 4.499850 0.500209 0.304641
PR 0.015665 0.029549 0.050108 0.005442 0.012821
500 SELF BE 6.059758 5.073742 4.127737 0.499192 0.300143
PR 0.243846 0.337414 0.395136 0.000553 0.000484
PLF BE 6.082906 5.092016 4.131634 0.499386 0.301303
PR 0.040199 0.065603 0.092329 0.001107 0.001606
DLF BE 6.082693 5.148108 4.237841 0.500038 0.301838
PR 0.006623 0.012937 0.022318 0.002220 0.005338



































where v ¼ 1 for the UP, v ¼ 2 for the JP and v ¼ 3 for the IP.Similarly, the Bayes estimators and their risks using the UP,
the JP and the IP under PLF and DLF can also be derived. To
save the space, we have not presented these expressions but
these expressions are available with the corresponding author.
6. Posterior predictive distribution and Bayesian predictive
interval
A posterior predictive distribution contains information about
future observation X ¼ Ynþ1 of a random variable given the
Table 10 The BEs and the PRs assuming the IP with d1 ¼ 6; d2 ¼ 5; d3 ¼ 4; p1 ¼ 0:5; p2 ¼ 0:3 and t ¼ 0:4; 0:7:
t n Loss functions IP
d^1 d^2 d^3 p^1 p^2
0.4 50 SELF BE 4.499420 3.549770 2.833980 0.466916 0.309285
PR 1.107030 1.162010 1.155010 0.004704 0.004126
PLF BE 4.547520 3.647090 2.995390 0.472688 0.315329
PR 0.239472 0.317354 0.391939 0.010134 0.013388
DLF BE 4.686930 3.843850 3.228760 0.478499 0.321273
PR 0.051972 0.085974 0.128370 0.021303 0.042320
100 SELF BE 5.121790 4.124250 3.301880 0.481112 0.304526
PR 0.883976 1.029060 1.057530 0.002841 0.002497
PLF BE 5.237110 4.215870 3.452930 0.484385 0.309532
PR 0.171495 0.241732 0.313476 0.005900 0.008176
DLF BE 5.303620 4.339100 3.632800 0.487213 0.313597
PR 0.032380 0.056537 0.088887 0.012153 0.026272
200 SELF BE 5.564710 4.566190 3.682910 0.489025 0.303355
PR 0.630515 0.797412 0.875782 0.001627 0.001447
PLF BE 5.616820 4.613570 3.786780 0.490578 0.305736
PR 0.112225 0.170193 0.230188 0.003331 0.004777
DLF BE 5.666250 4.681940 3.887110 0.491690 0.308711
PR 0.019986 0.036732 0.060629 0.006818 0.015633
500 SELF BE 5.834442 4.824749 3.910349 0.495224 0.301587
PR 0.346998 0.476249 0.564381 0.000756 0.000691
PLF BE 5.923424 4.884263 3.933459 0.495344 0.302874
PR 0.059027 0.096551 0.136295 0.001512 0.002269
DLF BE 5.914528 4.945750 4.056794 0.496486 0.303762
PR 0.009968 0.019715 0.034399 0.003063 0.007502
0.7 50 SELF BE 4.519820 3.671150 2.995870 0.470334 0.307828
PR 0.941855 1.045440 1.073340 0.004172 0.003611
PLF BE 4.616390 3.759970 3.158420 0.475510 0.312137
PR 0.203592 0.275056 0.340796 0.008839 0.011690
DLF BE 4.706170 3.919180 3.345920 0.479087 0.319404
PR 0.043773 0.071651 0.106322 0.018583 0.036928
100 SELF BE 5.137120 4.209730 3.474610 0.483726 0.304090
PR 0.683043 0.811444 0.877376 0.002369 0.002042
PLF BE 5.250060 4.349640 3.564070 0.486179 0.307425
PR 0.131501 0.189118 0.240581 0.004879 0.006673
DLF BE 5.309630 4.406970 3.650410 0.488650 0.310872
PR 0.025168 0.043569 0.067725 0.010042 0.021698
200 SELF BE 5.579050 4.572540 3.726670 0.490602 0.303030
PR 0.445271 0.548144 0.600344 0.001275 0.001106
PLF BE 5.628020 4.627130 3.820300 0.491883 0.304925
PR 0.078784 0.117069 0.156994 0.002595 0.003638
DLF BE 5.675480 4.698970 3.895210 0.494163 0.305602
PR 0.014059 0.025545 0.041159 0.005262 0.011993
500 SELF BE 5.841623 4.838951 3.925425 0.496107 0.301119
PR 0.213955 0.281112 0.314991 0.000538 0.000469
PLF BE 5.840687 4.893325 3.955243 0.496795 0.301842
PR 0.036319 0.056549 0.077502 0.001084 0.001553
DLF BE 5.871224 4.901323 3.989968 0.497062 0.302735
PR 0.006195 0.011724 0.019675 0.002181 0.005134
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posterior predictive distribution and Bayesian predictive inter-
val. The posterior predictive distribution of a future observa-
tion X ¼ Ynþ1 given data y assuming the UP, the JP and the
IP is written as follows:











fðx Xj ÞqvðX yj Þdd1dd2dd3dp1dp2; ð11Þwhere
fðx Xj Þ ¼ p1f1ðx;X1Þ þ p2f2ðx;X2Þ þ ð1 p1  p2Þf3ðx;X3Þ;
fmðx;XmÞ ¼ dmð1þ xÞðdmþ1Þ; 0 < x < 1; dm > 0;
m ¼ 1; 2; 3
and
Table 11 The BEs and the PRs assuming the UP with d1 ¼ 8; d2 ¼ 7; d3 ¼ 6; p1 ¼ 0:5; p2 ¼ 0:3 and t ¼ 0:4; 0:7:
t n Loss functions UP
d^1 d^2 d^3 p^1 p^2
0.4 50 SELF BE 9.101440 8.492790 8.341060 0.488651 0.303173
PR 5.452830 8.613770 13.44860 0.005265 0.004551
PLF BE 9.387530 9.211350 9.021220 0.494763 0.309361
PR 0.557451 0.929613 1.361310 0.010654 0.014711
DLF BE 9.499820 9.608110 9.681080 0.502075 0.316453
PR 0.059466 0.100828 0.151129 0.021450 0.047514
100 SELF BE 8.541580 7.919530 7.329280 0.494873 0.301242
PR 2.553910 4.068990 5.802390 0.002794 0.002410
PLF BE 8.770320 7.970950 7.656010 0.496402 0.306334
PR 0.292496 0.479138 0.731082 0.005641 0.007980
DLF BE 8.780040 8.437000 8.049320 0.500752 0.309444
PR 0.033399 0.059586 0.095045 0.011334 0.025918
200 SELF BE 8.312190 7.393980 6.726530 0.497286 0.301108
PR 1.284600 1.937140 2.730210 0.001458 0.001268
PLF BE 8.419090 7.594670 6.823740 0.498471 0.302694
PR 0.154238 0.259959 0.389658 0.002943 0.004202
DLF BE 8.404300 7.695930 7.070130 0.500196 0.304976
PR 0.018188 0.034037 0.056276 0.005889 0.013827
500 SELF BE 8.078625 7.180692 6.340354 0.499266 0.300141
PR 0.511190 0.787383 1.076864 0.000603 0.000524
PLF BE 8.126180 7.234244 6.365803 0.499305 0.301099
PR 0.062897 0.107926 0.163511 0.001206 0.001740
DLF BE 8.151889 7.309741 6.449463 0.500056 0.302007
PR 0.007792 0.014990 0.025867 0.002421 0.005779
0.7 50 SELF BE 8.829450 8.229030 7.711900 0.490367 0.302182
PR 3.654050 5.515350 7.741740 0.004717 0.003997
PLF BE 8.911510 8.430550 8.160940 0.495091 0.309217
PR 0.387904 0.608145 0.872169 0.009580 0.013098
DLF BE 9.114080 8.784570 8.431350 0.500294 0.315044
PR 0.043606 0.072338 0.107143 0.019265 0.042162
100 SELF BE 8.316650 7.616550 6.771110 0.495054 0.300922
PR 1.668830 2.460720 3.105320 0.002461 0.002082
PLF BE 8.448940 7.723530 7.025970 0.497581 0.304828
PR 0.195833 0.306976 0.430101 0.004952 0.006867
DLF BE 8.590020 7.941750 7.215240 0.500142 0.307822
PR 0.023232 0.039958 0.061849 0.009933 0.022480
200 SELF BE 8.243320 7.280110 6.379610 0.497326 0.300765
PR 0.842157 1.176740 1.465400 0.001257 0.001065
PLF BE 8.255690 7.414080 6.545220 0.498936 0.302285
PR 0.099966 0.158283 0.221581 0.002522 0.003528
DLF BE 8.305860 7.510540 6.733040 0.500118 0.304104
PR 0.012069 0.021128 0.033458 0.005047 0.011618
500 SELF BE 8.038895 7.143135 6.164764 0.499460 0.300087
PR 0.327168 0.466293 0.566838 0.000510 0.000431
PLF BE 8.110753 7.165921 6.194064 0.499655 0.300979
PR 0.040694 0.064616 0.090887 0.001021 0.001436
DLF BE 8.118220 7.172585 6.255262 0.500032 0.301494
PR 0.005005 0.009001 0.014506 0.002042 0.004768
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Table 12 The BEs and the PRs assuming the JP with d1 ¼ 8; d2 ¼ 7; d3 ¼ 6; p1 ¼ 0:5; p2 ¼ 0:3 and t ¼ 0:4; 0:7:
t n Loss functions JP
d^1 d^2 d^3 p^1 p^2
0.4 50 SELF BE 8.641140 7.993400 7.302960 0.486916 0.303231
PR 4.932750 7.831050 11.54690 0.005218 0.004507
PLF BE 9.069250 8.355610 8.051480 0.494535 0.309745
PR 0.538713 0.881620 1.337550 0.010562 0.014658
DLF BE 9.389360 9.167340 8.575960 0.498551 0.315971
PR 0.059978 0.105442 0.164111 0.021526 0.047375
100 SELF BE 8.463760 7.524270 6.767160 0.493152 0.301301
PR 2.515380 3.785490 5.310540 0.002779 0.002408
PLF BE 8.537750 7.926030 7.135560 0.496273 0.305022
PR 0.283743 0.477354 0.705170 0.005616 0.007888
DLF BE 8.741370 8.115590 7.531480 0.498788 0.309560
PR 0.033168 0.060628 0.098511 0.011309 0.025798
200 SELF BE 8.310270 7.296180 6.442230 0.495855 0.301205
PR 1.268940 1.885900 2.553720 0.001446 0.001259
PLF BE 8.340030 7.499810 6.596130 0.498042 0.302429
PR 0.150276 0.255460 0.377614 0.002915 0.004164
DLF BE 8.448250 7.586900 6.780790 0.499004 0.304982
PR 0.017835 0.033476 0.056154 0.005836 0.013655
500 SELF BE 8.090848 7.107286 6.187910 0.498476 0.300544
PR 0.511188 0.773040 1.032764 0.000601 0.000522
PLF BE 8.143853 7.180958 6.285531 0.498916 0.301247
PR 0.062836 0.107585 0.163153 0.001204 0.001739
DLF BE 8.211437 7.186093 6.395738 0.499092 0.302555
PR 0.007675 0.014933 0.025817 0.002407 0.005758
0.7 50 SELF BE 8.531000 7.624840 6.894530 0.489826 0.302358
PR 3.516130 5.075680 6.841800 0.004713 0.003995
PLF BE 8.659990 7.913270 7.389920 0.495120 0.309025
PR 0.387680 0.603757 0.862288 0.009579 0.013006
DLF BE 8.957510 8.200370 7.768060 0.499207 0.315682
PR 0.044697 0.075846 0.115101 0.019314 0.042009
100 SELF BE 8.200430 7.296860 6.414750 0.495139 0.300922
PR 1.655160 2.356370 2.984730 0.002460 0.002080
PLF BE 8.333100 7.501960 6.719570 0.497522 0.304692
PR 0.195334 0.306449 0.430046 0.004949 0.006866
DLF BE 8.487190 7.660860 6.887420 0.499444 0.308210
PR 0.023485 0.040872 0.064067 0.009949 0.022428
200 SELF BE 8.077800 7.239740 6.283810 0.497620 0.300338
PR 0.808702 1.166490 1.434430 0.001256 0.001062
PLF BE 8.165370 7.298070 6.341300 0.498864 0.302261
PR 0.099229 0.157256 0.218314 0.002520 0.003525
DLF BE 8.207960 7.294920 6.446890 0.499748 0.304457
PR 0.012188 0.021579 0.034558 0.005055 0.011619
500 SELF BE 8.032179 7.059762 6.090754 0.499068 0.300088
PR 0.325507 0.455714 0.555018 0.000509 0.000430
PLF BE 8.090689 7.101038 6.176820 0.499359 0.301079
PR 0.040601 0.064306 0.090401 0.001020 0.001435
DLF BE 8.093299 7.113274 6.219620 0.499914 0.301721
PR 0.005023 0.009074 0.014694 0.002043 0.004767
Bayesian estimation of finite3-component mixture of Burr Type-XII distributions 3287So, under the assumption of the UP, the JP and the IP,
the posterior predictive distribution defined in (11) of a
future observation X ¼ Ynþ1 given data y is given by the
following:






















BA1v1v ðB2v þ lnð1þ xÞÞðA2vþ1ÞBA3v3v BðA0v;C0vÞ













2v ðB3v þ lnð1þ xÞÞðA3vþ1ÞBðA0v;C0v þ 1Þ
 BðB0v;A0v þ C0v þ 1Þ: ð12Þ
3288 M. Tahir et al.In order to construct a Bayesian predictive interval, sup-
pose L and U be the two endpoints of the Bayesian predictive
interval. These two endpoints can be obtained using the poste-
rior predictive distribution defined in (12). A 100ð1 cÞ%
Bayesian predictive interval (L, U) can be obtained by solving
the following equations:Z L
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fBA1v1v  ðB1v þ lnð1þ LÞÞA1vg
 BA2v2v BA3v3v BðA0v þ 1;C0vÞBðB0v;A0v þ C0v þ 1Þ












BA1v1v fBA2v2v  ðB2v þ lnð1þ LÞÞA2vg
 BA3v3v BðA0v;C0vÞBðB0v þ 1;A0v þ C0vÞ














2v fBA3v3v  ðB3v þ lnð1þ LÞÞA3vg













































27. Elicitation of hyperparameters
According to Garthwaite et al. [35], elicitation is a process used
to quantify a person’s professional belief and knowledge about
the subject matter. Following Aslam [36], we adopt prior pre-
dictive method based on predictive probabilities to elicit the
hyperparameters. For a given informative prior, the prior pre-





fðy Xj Þq3ðXÞdX ð13ÞOn substituting (1) and (6) in (13) and then simplifying, we
get the following:













fb3 þ lnð1þ yÞga3þ1
#
: ð14Þ
To elicit the nine hyperparameters involved in the PPD in
(14), we considered the following nine intervals (0,0.5),
(0.5,1), (1,1.5), (1.5,2), (2,2.5), (2.5,3), (3,3.5), (3.5,4) and
(4,4.5) assuming their respective probabilities as 0.30, 0.15,
0.08, 0.05, 0.04, 0.03, 0.02, 0.017 and 0.015. These probabilities
might have been obtained from the expert(s) as their opinion
about the likelihood of these intervals. Moreover, different
intervals could be also considered. Now, solution of Eqs.
(15)–(23) provides the elicited values of the hyperparameters






































































































































Table 13 The BEs and the PRs assuming the IP with d1 ¼ 8; d2 ¼ 7; d3 ¼ 6; p1 ¼ 0:5; p2 ¼ 0:3 and t ¼ 0:4; 0:7:
t n Loss functions IP
d^1 d^2 d^3 p^1 p^2
0.4 50 SELF BE 5.390040 4.324000 3.559320 0.467343 0.308020
PR 1.359730 1.451270 1.477230 0.004286 0.003714
PLF BE 5.506220 4.529740 3.793570 0.473904 0.312623
PR 0.244482 0.328890 0.401889 0.009083 0.011943
DLF BE 5.682020 4.705250 4.013340 0.476756 0.319650
PR 0.044202 0.071345 0.103666 0.019212 0.037742
100 SELF BE 6.482440 5.344950 4.472710 0.481289 0.304721
PR 1.119800 1.316990 1.435230 0.002444 0.002110
PLF BE 6.574420 5.445650 4.605610 0.483544 0.307934
PR 0.170531 0.240647 0.309238 0.005075 0.006901
DLF BE 6.631030 5.582150 4.723280 0.485998 0.311388
PR 0.025866 0.043888 0.066501 0.010494 0.022335
200 SELF BE 7.177690 6.053090 5.075420 0.488799 0.302692
PR 0.786667 1.006210 1.135930 0.001335 0.001156
PLF BE 7.241850 6.099910 5.220590 0.490582 0.304376
PR 0.108023 0.162449 0.220384 0.002726 0.003809
DLF BE 7.284880 6.223510 5.287750 0.491700 0.306180
PR 0.014876 0.026475 0.041756 0.005558 0.012475
500 SELF BE 7.695735 6.588727 5.611361 0.495193 0.300933
PR 0.409663 0.567283 0.692678 0.000572 0.000497
PLF BE 7.692881 6.627332 5.699328 0.495565 0.301932
PR 0.052947 0.085263 0.121912 0.001155 0.001649
DLF BE 7.734954 6.695660 5.719934 0.496067 0.302854
PR 0.006848 0.012805 0.021278 0.002331 0.005447
0.7 50 SELF BE 5.478870 4.528130 3.777480 0.469579 0.307130
PR 1.225230 1.378430 1.423420 0.004008 0.003438
PLF BE 5.581250 4.618930 3.904300 0.474148 0.312539
PR 0.219405 0.292774 0.359085 0.008503 0.011117
DLF BE 5.696310 4.807300 4.097680 0.478217 0.318409
PR 0.038713 0.061929 0.089448 0.017854 0.035177
100 SELF BE 6.493100 5.425900 4.620520 0.482816 0.304103
PR 0.924845 1.095550 1.212680 0.002249 0.001917
PLF BE 6.586480 5.529510 4.687850 0.485341 0.307331
PR 0.141360 0.198878 0.254399 0.004649 0.006278
DLF BE 6.642790 5.627060 4.874140 0.487719 0.310496
PR 0.021296 0.035568 0.053403 0.009552 0.020316
200 SELF BE 7.184210 6.107450 5.175360 0.490837 0.302049
PR 0.597276 0.752199 0.846151 0.001198 0.001017
PLF BE 7.244830 6.195820 5.253810 0.492117 0.303856
PR 0.082518 0.121806 0.159904 0.002438 0.003358
DLF BE 7.291560 6.267370 5.375420 0.493440 0.305381
PR 0.011383 0.019652 0.030332 0.004946 0.011034
500 SELF BE 7.662517 6.637878 5.656578 0.496289 0.300752
PR 0.286067 0.383330 0.445980 0.000499 0.000423
PLF BE 7.702376 6.636943 5.719917 0.496657 0.301852
PR 0.037191 0.056945 0.078189 0.001006 0.001405
DLF BE 7.692916 6.701686 5.721059 0.497198 0.302223
PR 0.004839 0.008583 0.013661 0.002025 0.004656





































dy¼0:015 ð23ÞThe elicited values of the hyperparameters a1; b1; a2; b2;
a3; b3; a; b and c, thus obtained, are 1.930747, 1.866852,
1.725742, 1.631218, 1.511704, 1.446841, 4.219401, 4.064265
and 3.876251, respectively.
8. Limiting expressions for complete dataset
When t!1, uncensored observations are included in the
sample, r! n and rl tends to nl. Consequently, all the censored
observations become uncensored and amount of information
contained in the sample are increased resulting in reduction
Table 14 Bayes estimates (BEs) and posterior risks (PRs) assuming the UP, the JP and the IP under SELF, PLF and DLF with Davis
real-life mixture data.
Prior Loss function d^1 d^2 d^3 p^1 p^2
UP SELF BE 1.75303781 0.93662706 3.32539143 0.52658110 0.16052665
PR 0.04102084 0.07309535 0.11130084 0.00098376 0.00080169
PLF BE 1.76469896 0.97486696 3.34208453 0.52751438 0.16300459
PR 0.02332229 0.07647981 0.03338620 0.00186654 0.00495588
DLF BE 1.77643767 1.01466809 3.35886142 0.52844930 0.16552078
PR 0.01317235 0.07691287 0.00996468 0.00353524 0.03017225
JP SELF BE 1.76753121 0.89014676 3.30209669 0.52349272 0.16349037
PR 0.04066844 0.06212724 0.11052237 0.00095621 0.00077923
PLF BE 1.77899832 0.92438546 3.31878968 0.52440522 0.16585636
PR 0.02293422 0.06847741 0.03338597 0.00182501 0.00473198
DLF BE 1.79053982 0.95994113 3.33556705 0.52531932 0.16825660
PR 0.01285010 0.07270693 0.01003438 0.00347712 0.02832712
IP SELF BE 1.77550388 0.87388629 3.20382928 0.51815707 0.16768761
PR 0.03687674 0.04924215 0.10489922 0.00086502 0.00069514
PLF BE 1.78585855 0.90162043 3.22015858 0.51899111 0.16974770
PR 0.02070934 0.05546828 0.03265860 0.00166807 0.00412017
DLF BE 1.79627361 0.93023476 3.23657110 0.51982649 0.17183309
PR 0.01156268 0.06057446 0.01011621 0.00321149 0.02412502
3290 M. Tahir et al.in posterior risks of the Bayes estimators. Thus, efficiency of
the Bayes estimators is expected to increase. The limiting
expressions for the Bayes estimators and their risks assuming
the UP, the JP and the IP under SELF, PLF and DLF are
given in Tables 2–7.
9. Simulations study
As is obvious that the analytical comparisons among the Bayes
estimators (under different priors and loss functions) are diffi-
cult, a simulations study is conducted to serve this purpose.
Performance of the Bayes estimators has been scrutinized
under different priors, loss functions, parametric values, sam-
ple sizes and test termination times. For each of the five
parameters d1; d2; d3; p1 and p2 of a 3-component mixture
of Burr Type-XII distributions, we simulated the Bayes esti-
mates and their risks through simulations using the following
steps.
1. A sample of size n is generated from a 3-component mixture
of Burr Type-XII distributions as follows:
(i) Generate p1n observations randomly from first com-
ponent density f 1ðy; d1Þ.
(ii) Generate p2n observations randomly from second c-
omponent density f 2ðy; d2Þ:
(iii) Generate remaining ð1 p1  p2Þn observations ran-
domly from third component density f 3ðy; d3Þ.
2. Select a sample censored at a fixed test termination time t.
Take observations that are greater than a fixed test termina-
tion time t as censored ones. The choice of the test termina-
tion time should be made in such a way that the censoring
rate in resulting sample remains in between 10% and 25%.
3. Calculate the Bayes estimate h^i and posterior risk qðh^iÞ of a
parameter say h using the censored sample in solving
(7)–(10).4. Repeat steps 1–3, 1000 times.
5. Calculate the simulated Bayes estimate and its simulated
posterior risk as h^ ¼ 1
1000
P1000




6. Repeat steps 1–5 for sample size n ¼ 50; 100; 200; 500, each
choice of the vector of parameters ðd1; d2; d3; p1; p2Þ ¼
fð6; 5; 4; 0:5; 0:3Þ; ð8; 7; 6; 0:5; 0:3Þg and test termination
time t ¼ 0:4; 0:7:
The simulated results, so obtained, are arranged in Tables
8–13 (see Appendix A). From Tables 8–13, it is observed that
the extent of under-estimation (and/or over-estimation) of
component and proportion parameters using the UP, JP and
the IP under SELF, PLF and DLF is lower for larger sample
size as compared to smaller sample size for a fixed test termi-
nation time. Also, the extent of over-estimation (or under-
estimation) of component and proportion parameters is higher
for smaller test termination time as compared to larger test ter-
mination time for a fixed sample size. In addition, over or
under estimation of component and proportion parameters
not only depend upon the sample size and test termination
times but also depend upon the true values of the component
parameters. It is larger (smaller) for smaller (larger) values of
component parameters. Over and under estimation diminishes
when either n or t or both the n and t become very large.
Keeping the other parameters fixed, it can be seen that pos-
terior risks of the Bayes estimators of parameters assuming the
UP, the JP and the IP under SELF, PLF and DLF decrease
with an increase in sample size and/or test termination times.
Also, the posterior risks of Bayes estimators of component
parameters under SELF are smaller but the posterior risks of
Bayes estimators of component parameters under DLF and
the posterior risks of Bayes estimators of proportion parame-
ters under SELF, PLF and DLF are larger for smaller values
as compared to larger values of component parameters at
Table 15 Bayesian predictive interval (L, U) assuming the UP, the JP and the IP.
n UP JP IP
L U L U L U
582 0.023275 34.224700 0.023417 36.487600 0.023906 33.114100
Bayesian estimation of finite3-component mixture of Burr Type-XII distributions 3291different sample sizes and test termination times. However, the
posterior risks of Bayes estimators of component parameters
under PLF do not behave in a regular pattern.
As far as the problem of selecting a suitable prior is
concerned, it can be seen that the IP materializes as a more effi-
cient prior because it yields the least associated posterior risk
than those yielded by UP and the JP under all the loss func-
tions considered in this study. On the other hand, for estimat-
ing the component parameters, the DLF is observed
performing better than PLF and SELF, whereas SELF is
observed performing superior to PLF and DLF for estimating
the proportion parameters. The selection of the best prior and
loss function does not depend on test termination time and
sample size. However, it is to be noted that selection of best
prior (loss function) for a given loss function (prior) is made
based on posterior risks associated with it.10. A real-life example
Davis [37] reported a mixture data, x ¼ ðx11; x12; . . . ; x1r1 ;
x21; x22; . . . ; x2r2 ; x31; x32; . . . ; x3r3Þ, on lifetimes (in thousand
hours) of many components used in aircraft sets. To illustrate
the proposed methodology, we take the data on three compo-
nents, namely R105 RESISTOR USED IN PE218 CONVER-
TER, Z303 NETWORK USED IN RF UNIT and V7
TRANSMITTER TUBE. Davis showed that the data x can
be modeled by a mixture of exponential distributions. The
transformation y ¼ expðxÞ  1 of an exponential random data
ðxÞ yields the Burr Type-XII random data ðyÞ. This transfor-
mation allows us to use the Davis mixture data for applying
the proposed Bayesian analysis. It is unknown that which
component fails until a failure occurs at or before the test ter-
mination time (1 h). The tests are conducted 582 times. The
data summary required to evaluate the Bayes estimates and


















x3k ¼ 46:125; n ¼ 582;
r1 ¼ 252; r2 ¼ 54; r3 ¼ 175;
r ¼ r1 þ r2 þ r3 ¼ 481; n r ¼ 101:
Since n r ¼ 101, we have almost 17.35% type-I right cen-
sored sample. The Bayes estimates and posterior risks are
shown in Table 14.
From Table 14 (see Appendix A), it is noticed that results
obtained through real-life data are well-matched with thesimulated results. The performance of the Bayes estimators
using the IP is seen as the best than the both NIP under differ-
ent loss functions. It is also observed that DLF (SELF) is supe-
rior to PLF and SELF (PLF and DLF) for estimating
component (proportion) parameters.
The results in Table 15 (see Appendix A) are the 90% Baye-
sian predictive intervals assuming a NIP and an IP. It is
observed that the Bayesian predictive intervals using the IP
are narrower than the predictive intervals using the NIP.
11. Conclusion
To judge the relative performance of the Bayes estimators of a
3-component mixture of Burr Type-XII distribution and to
deal with the problems of selecting the suitable priors and loss
functions at different sample sizes and test termination times, a
comprehensive simulations and real-life study have been con-
ducted. The simulations study revealed some important and
interesting properties of the Bayes estimators. From numerical
results given in Tables 8–13 (see Appendix A), we observed
that an increase in sample size or test termination time pro-
vides improved Bayes estimators. The effect of test termination
time, sample size and parametric values on the Bayes estima-
tors is in the form of over-estimation or under-estimation.
To be more specific, the smaller (larger) sample size results
in larger (smaller) extent of over-estimation or under-
estimation at a fixed test termination time. On the other hand,
the extent of over-estimation or under-estimation of parame-
ters is quite smaller (larger) with relatively larger (smaller) test
termination times for a fixed sample size. Also, the extent of
over-estimation or under-estimation of parameters is lesser
for larger values of component parameters. However, as sam-
ple size (test termination time) increases (decreases) the poste-
rior risks of Bayes estimators of parameters decrease (increase)
for a fixed test termination time (sample size). As the cutoff
test termination time tends to infinity, the limiting expressions
(for complete dataset) of the Bayes estimators and posterior
risks, shown in Tables 2–7, are greatly simplified. Moreover,
the posterior risks of the Bayes estimators (for complete data-
set) are expected to reduce further as there is no more effect of
test termination time. Finally, we conclude that for a Bayesian
analysis of mixture data, the informative prior (gamma) paired
with SELF (DLF) is preferable choice for estimating propor-
tion (component) parameters. Also, the results, given in
Table 14 (see Appendix A), obtained through real-life data
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ð1 p1  p2Þf3ðy3kÞ
( )
f1 FðtÞgnr:











ð1 p1  p2Þd3ð1þ yÞðd3þ1Þ
( )
f1 FðtÞgnr























2 ð1 p1  p2Þr3
 ½p1 exp d1 lnð1þ tÞf g þ p2 exp d2 lnð1þ tÞf g











exp d1 n r ið Þ lnð1þ tÞþ
Pr1
k¼1 ln 1þy1kð Þ
  	
exp d2 i jð Þ ln 1þ tð Þþ
Pr2
k¼1 ln 1þy2kð Þ
  	
exp d3 ðjÞ lnð1þ tÞþ
Pr3










































































































































































exp d1ðn r iÞ lnð1þ tÞf g
"
 exp d2ði jÞ lnð1þ tÞf g  exp d3ðjÞ lnð1þ tÞf g
 pnri1 pij2 ð1 p1  p2Þ j


























 dr11 dr22 dr33 pnriþr11 pijþr22 ð1 p1  p2Þjþr3
ð3ÞA.2. Derivation of posterior distribution assuming the uniform
prior
q1 X yjð Þ ¼
L X yjð Þp1 Xð ÞR
X L X yjð Þp1 Xð ÞdX
;where
A11 ¼ r1 þ 1; A21 ¼ r2 þ 1; A31 ¼ r3 þ 1;
B11 ¼ n r ið Þ ln 1þ tð Þ þ
Xr1
k¼1
ln 1þ y1kð Þ;
B21 ¼ i jð Þ ln 1þ tð Þ þ
Xr2
k¼1
ln 1þ y2kð Þ;
B31 ¼ jð Þ ln 1þ tð Þ þ
Xr3
k¼1
ln 1þ y3kð Þ;
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C01 ¼ jþ r3 þ 1;











B A01;B01;C01ð ÞBA1111 BA2121 BA3131 :A.3. Derivation of posterior distribution assuming the Jeffreys’
prior
q2ðX yj Þ ¼
LðX yj Þp2ðXÞR




















































exp d1 n r ið Þ ln 1þ tð Þþ
Pr1
k¼1 ln 1þy1kð Þ
  	
exp d2 i jð Þ ln 1þ tð Þþ
Pr2
k¼1 ln 1þy2kð Þ
  	













2 1p1p2ð Þjþr3  1d1d2d3
i
dd1dd2dd3dp1dp2


















































































A12 ¼ r1; A22 ¼ r2; A32 ¼ r3;
B12 ¼ n r ið Þ ln 1þ tð Þ þ
Xr1
k¼1











exp d1 ðn r iÞ lnð1þ tÞþ
P































exp d1 ðn r iÞ lnð1þ
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da111 expðb1d1Þda212 expðb2d2Þda313 expðb3d3Þpa11 pb12 ð1pB22 ¼ i jð Þ ln 1þ tð Þ þ
Xr2
k¼1
ln 1þ y2kð Þ;
B32 ¼ jð Þ ln 1þ tð Þ þ
Xr3
k¼1
ln 1þ y3kð Þ;
A02 ¼ n r iþ r1 þ 1; B02 ¼ i jþ r2 þ 1;
C02 ¼ jþ r3 þ 1;











B A02;B02;C02ð ÞBA1212 BA2222 BA3232 :A.4. Derivation of posterior distribution assuming the
informative prior
q3 X yjð Þ ¼
L X yjð Þp3 Xð ÞR
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A13 ¼ r1 þ a1; A23 ¼ r2 þ a2; A33 ¼ r3 þ a3;
B13 ¼ n r ið Þ ln 1þ tð Þ þ
Xr1
k¼1
ln 1þ y1kð Þ þ b1;
B23 ¼ i jð Þ ln 1þ tð Þ þ
Xr2
k¼1
ln 1þ y2kð Þ þ b2;
B33 ¼ jð Þ ln 1þ tð Þ þ
Xr3
k¼1
ln 1þ y3kð Þ þ b3;
A03 ¼ n r iþ r1 þ a; B03 ¼ i jþ r2 þ b;
C03 ¼ jþ r3 þ c;
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